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Abstract 

The main objective of this paper is to analyze the impact of public and private investment on 

labor productivity in Nepal using time series data from 1991-2021. By employing the 

Zivot-Andrews single break unit root test and Johansen cointegration analysis, a long-run 

stable relationship is found among public investment, private investment, and labor 

productivity. A VECM model is estimated to find that both public and private investment 

have a positive impact on labor productivity with a more significant and strong impact 

coming from the private investment in the long run. The nature of labor productivity and 

public investment is found to be endogenous and that of private investment is found to be 

weakly exogenous. Additionally, a Granger Causality Test is performed and the result shows 

that labor productivity and private investment cause public investment. To test the causation 

from public investment to labor productivity, a Pairwise Granger Causality Test is done and it 

is found that public investment causes labor productivity only at lags of 4 and 5 which 

confirms that public investment takes time to impact the labor market conditions. Policy 

implications are discussed. 

Keywords: Cointegration analysis, Vector error correction model, Granger block causality, 

Public investment, Zivot-Andrews test 

JEL codes: C22, H54, O53 
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1. Introduction 

Economic theory suggests that investment has a big impact on labor productivity and the 

overall economic growth of a country. Broadly, there are two types of investments – public 

and private. Public investments are the investments made by the government that mostly 

happen in sectors of national importance like infrastructure, education, health etc. Private 

investments are the investments from the private sector which are mostly motivated by profit 

opportunities for the private entity which generally trickles down to create an overall impact 

on the economy. Public and private investments can sometimes be complements and 

sometimes be substitutes. So, it is highly necessary to have a better understanding of the 

impact private and public investments have on labor productivity before making many 

national-level policy decisions. 

Development economists consider labor productivity as one of the major factors that impact 

the long-run economic growth of a country. Studies have shown that human capital 

accumulation and economic growth are intimately related (Topel, 1999). Other studies have 

shown that investments are mostly associated with technological progress which indeed 

raises labor productivity (Grazzi, Jacoby & Treibich, 2016). In that regard, it is evident that 

most developing countries do not have high labor productivity due to lack of skilled workers 

and lack of technological progress. The investments that the government and the private 

sector make in developing countries are theoretically supposed to increase the productivity of 

labor, but this has not always been the case. Studies have shown that there are other factors 

like infrastructure governance and changes in workforce demographics that determine the 

effectiveness of public investment in raising labor productivity and overall economic growth 

(Miyamoto et al., 2020; Vandenbroucke, 2017). So, the dynamics of labor productivity is 

mostly driven by investments but have other secondary factors like infrastructure governance 

and demographics impacting it. Considering this, we chose to study the primary factors that 

impact labor productivity - public and private investments.  

Most studies that have been done on the impact of public and private investment spending on 

labor productivity are focused on advanced economies or regions (high-income countries or 

sectors). There are only a few studies focused on country-level analysis for developing 

countries and there is none for Nepal. For a developing country like Nepal, it is highly 

important to understand and quantify the impact of public and private investments to create 

more focused policies that will help bring in more investment into the country and contribute 

to increasing labor productivity. The lack of any study on the impact of public and private 

investment on labor productivity in Nepal motivated us to base our study on Nepal. 

In this paper, we aim to investigate the relationship among public investment, private 

investment, and labor productivity in Nepal. The aim of the paper is also to understand if 

public investment and private investment have actually helped raise labor productivity or not 

in the case of Nepal using time series data from 1991 to 2021.  

This paper will use the Johansen procedure to check for potential cointegration and will also 

estimate a Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) to look into endogeneity problems and 

find speeds of adjustments for the three variables that track public investment, private 
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investment, and labor productivity. Since this is the first study done on the topic for Nepal, 

the paper will contribute firstly by establishing a cointegrating relationship among public 

investment, private investment, and labor productivity in Nepal. Secondly, the paper will 

quantify the impact of public and private investment on labor productivity in Nepal and 

contribute by identifying what type of investment has a higher impact and with what number 

of lags. This is very important to understand as developing countries mostly face the dilemma 

of choosing between public and private investment on many small to medium-scale projects.  

The remainder of the paper is structured in the following manner: Section II provides a 

review of the existing literature pertaining to related subjects. Section III outlines the 

empirical model, while Section IV elaborates on the utilized data. Section V delves into the 

empirical findings. Section VI briefly addresses Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity tests, 

aiming to ascertain the direction of causation and the associated time lags. The final section 

provides concluding remarks, major takeaways, limitations, and policy implications. 

2. Literature Review 

According to macroeconomic theory, public investment stimulates economic activity through 

short-term effects on aggregate demand which raises the productivity of existing private 

capital.
 
Several studies have shown that public investment encourages new private investment 

to take advantage of the higher productivity it creates (Barro, 1990; Glomm and Ravikumar, 

1994; Turnovsky, 1997). Aschauer (1989) found that public investment had positive direct 

and indirect effects on private sector output and productivity for G-7 industrial economies. 

Aschauer (1989) in his other paper, found that a one percent increase in public investment 

leads to a 0.27 percent increase in labor productivity in the US, while private investment was 

found to have a smaller impact in the US for the period 1949-1985. 

Ramirez (2000) studied the impact of public and private investment spending on the rate of 

productivity growth in Chile during the 1960-1995 period and found both public and private 

investment spending to have positive and significant effects. Furthermore, Herranz-Loncan 

(2007) studied the role of public investment in Spain’s economy and found that public 

investment in infrastructure had a positive impact on GDP per capita growth and labor 

productivity growth in Spain. The author also argued that public investment in infrastructure 

facilitated the development of new industries and increased the connectivity of different 

regions of Spain. Likewise, Ramirez (2009) studied the role of public infrastructure 

investment in Argentina during 1960-2005 and found that public infrastructure investment, as 

opposed to overall public investment, had a positive effect on the rate of labor productivity 

growth in Argentina. 

Moreover, Ngyun and Trin (2018) conducted a study on the effect of public investment on 

private investment and economic growth in Vietnam using data for 1990-2016 and found an 

inverted U relationship suggesting that public investment crowds in private investment in the 

short-run but crowds it out in the long-run. This study shows the variability of the impact of 

public investment in many countries which motivates this paper to investigate the case for 

Nepal. 
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Chatterjee, Lebesmuehlbacher, and Narayanan (2021) studied the impact that government 

investment in public infrastructure creates in formal and informal production in India. They 

find that public capital investments create positive and significant output elasticity in formal 

production firms in India but don’t have any major effect on informal production firms. They 

specifically found that proximity to newly completed highways and time since project 

completion are productivity-enhancing for formal firms. There has not been any particular 

study done on how public and private investment has impacted labor productivity in Nepal. 

So, this paper is a new addition to the literature. 

3. Empirical Model 

The objective of this study is to examine the relationship between public investment, private 

investment, and labor productivity in Nepal over the period from 1991 to 2021. The research 

employs a single break unit test and Johansen cointegration analysis to explore the presence 

of a consistent, long-term relationship among the three variables: logPROD, logPUB and 

logPRIV. Subsequently, a VECM model is generated including the three dummy variables to 

obtain adjustment speeds and investigate the endogeneity and exogeneity of the variables. 

The general VECM model is mentioned below: 

 

Where logPROD refers to the log of GDP per person employed in constant 2017 PPP dollars, 

logPRIV refers to the log of Gross Fixed Capital Formation from the private sector in 

constant 2017 PPP dollars, and logPUB refers to the log of difference between Gross Fixed 

Capital Formation and Gross Fixed Capital Formation from private sector in constant 2017 

PPP dollars which is used as a proxy series for public investment. All data is obtained from 

the World Development Indicators (WDI) Database of the World Bank.  

4. Data 

Within a VEC model, it is assumed that all three variables are of endogenous nature. 

Logarithmic transformation is done for all the variables which makes them easy to interpret. 

logPROD refers to the log of GDP (Gross Domestic Product) per person employed in 

constant 2017 PPP dollars. logPROD represents labor productivity in the model. 

logPRIV refers to the log of Gross Fixed Capital Formation from the private sector in 
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constant 2017 PPP dollars. Initially, the Gross Fixed Capital Formation from the private 

sector was extracted as % of GDP and then it was converted to number form by using the 

value of GDP (in constant 2017 PPP dollars). logPRIV represents private investment in the 

model. 

The difference between Gross Fixed Capital Formation and Gross Fixed Capital Formation 

from the private sector was taken to get a crude estimate of domestic investment. Firstly, it 

was calculated as % of GDP. Then, it was transformed to numerical value using the value of 

GDP (in constant 2017 PPP dollars). So, logPUB refers to the log of the difference between 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation and Gross Fixed Capital Formation from the private sector. 

logPUB represents a crude estimate for public investment in the model. 

In the VEC model, dummy variables D1, D2, and D3 are introduced to account for the 

structural breaks identified in the dataset. D1 represents the period of the civil war that 

affected the Nepalese economy, spanning from 1996 to 2006. D2 accommodates the impact 

of the significant earthquake that occurred in Nepal in 2015, which led to disruptions in 

investment and labor productivity. D3 accommodates for the shock caused in the investment 

coming to Nepal by the COVID pandemic in 2020 and 2021. 

The anticipated relationship between logPROD and logPUB is positive, as it is commonly 

held that an upsurge in public investment within the economic system would augment the 

pool of capital resources available to both existing and new workers, consequently enhancing 

labor productivity. Likewise, logPROD and logPRIV are also anticipated to have a positive 

relationship. But, there can also be instances where public investment can crowd out private 

investment by increasing the real interest rate. The increment in the interest rate discourages 

private investment. Such crowding out of private investment might decrease the labor 

productivity of the nation. In the case of Nepal, we can hypothesize that logPROD and 

logPRIV have a positive relationship.  

Dummy variable D1 is anticipated to have a negative relationship with logPROD. A negative 

effect on logPRIV is also anticipated because private companies would not want to invest in 

Nepal during times of political conflict and uncertainty. 

It is expected that Dummy variable D2 will exhibit a negative association with logPROD 

because many factories were devastated by the earthquake which lowered the factory output. 

D2 is also expected to have a negative impact on logPRIV as private companies reconsidered 

their immediate investment plans due to the earthquake. 

Dummy variable D3 is anticipated to negatively affect logPROD because a pandemic is 

expected to reduce or slow down the growth rate of GDP which would decrease logPROD. It 

is also expected to have a negative impact on logPRIV because private companies would not 

think of expanding or investing more money during a pandemic. 

5. Estimation Results 

5.1 Testing for Stationarity 

When working with macroeconomic data, evaluating the stationarity of the data is of utmost 
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significance as most macroeconomic variables are found to have unit roots. If a regression is 

run with non-stationary data then the regression will be spurious and the estimates will not be 

useful. Many different unit root tests are undertaken for all three variables in their log form: 

logPROD, logPUB, logPRIV. First, the variables are plotted in both level form and first 

difference form to perform preliminary analysis. Then, the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF), 

Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) Lagrange Multiplier, Phillips-Perron (PP), 

Zivot-Andrews Single Break unit root tests are conducted to determine the order of 

integration of the three time series variables. 

5.1.1 Graphical Analysis 

  

Figure 1.                                 Figure 2. 

 

Figures 1 and 2 in the Appendix below illustrate the log transformation of GDP per person 

employed (logPROD) presented in both its original level and first difference forms. In its 

original level form, logPROD displays features of a random walk with a positive drift and a 

deterministic trend, which implies that the mean is not constant. Hence, logPROD appears to 

be non-stationary when presented in its original level form. When logPROD is graphed in its 

first difference form, it becomes evident that stationarity is achieved, as there appears to be a 

consistent long-term mean to which the series returns. In the first difference form, a notable 

structural break is observed during the period of 2001-2002. This is due to the escalation of 

the civil war during that period and also the Royal Massacre of June 2001. Both of these 

factors had an adverse effect on GDP per person employed. From the graph, it looks like 

there are two other structural breaks, one in 2015 and one in 2020-21. The one in 2015 is due 

to the massive earthquake that Nepal experienced and the one in 2020-21 is because of the 

COVID pandemic. Both of these breaks had a negative impact on GDP per person employed.  

In the graph of logPUB presented in its original level form, the series appears to resemble a 

random walk with neither a drift nor a deterministic trend. Nonetheless, when viewed in its 

first difference form, the series appears to exhibit stationarity, with a consistent long-term 

mean in place. In both level form and first difference form, we can see a decreasing slope in 

the graph during the 2000-2001 period which is also due to the political unrest caused by the 
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Maoist War against the government. The graphs in both level and first difference form are 

shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively in the Appendix below. 

  

Figure 3.                        Figure 4. 

 

Finally, the graph of logPRIV appears to follow a random walk pattern with both a positive 

trend and a deterministic component. Hence, when presented in its original level form, 

logPRIV appears to be non-stationary. In its first difference form, the series appears to exhibit 

stationarity, as it appears to return to a consistent long-term mean. In the first difference form, 

it appears that a structural break occurred in 2019-2020, which could be attributed to the 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Surprisingly, there seems to be a growth in private 

investment right before the Royal Massacre of 2001. The graphs in both level and first 

difference form are shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively in the Appendix below. 

 

Figure 5.                              Figure 6. 
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Table 1. Summary of statistics from all unit root tests 

 Level Data 

 ADF KPSS PP ZA 

logPROD -2.144 (0.502) 0.182 -2.130 (0.509) -4.908 

logPUB -1.178 (0.897) 0.152 -1.365 (0.851) -5.233 

logPRIV -3.504 (0.058) 0.107 -2.926 (0.169) -4.595 

 ADF and PP test critical values: -4.297 (1%), -3.568 (5%), -3.218 (10%) 

 KPSS critical values: 0.216 (1%), 0.146 (5%), 0.119 (10%) 

 Zivot-Andrews test critical values: -5.57 (1%), -5.08 (5%), -4.82 (10%) 

 (p-values in parentheses), significance of 5% 

 First Differenced Data 

 ADF KPSS PP ZA 

logPROD -5.109 (0.002) 0.249 -9.558 (0.000) -5.642 

logPUB -3.774 (0.001) 0.069 -3.765 (0.001) -4.665 

logPRIV -4.481 (0.007) 0.149 -4.609 (0.005) -45.425 

 ADF test critical values with trend and intercept: -4.297 (1%), -3.568 (5%), -3.218 (10%) 

 PP test critical values: -4.309 (1%), -3.574 (5%), -3.222 (10%) 

 KPSS critical values with intercept: 0.739 (1%), 0.463 (5%), 0.347 (10%) 

 Zivot-Andrews test critical values: -5.57 (1%), -5.08 (5%), -4.82 (10%) 

 AD test critical values with no trend but intercept: -2.647 (1%), -1.953 (5%), -1.610 (10%) 

 KPSS critical values with trend and intercept: 0.216 (1%), 0.146 (5%), 0.119 (10%) 

 (p-values in parentheses), significance of 5% 

 

5.1.2 Augmented-Dickey Fuller (ADF) Test 

Table 1 presents the results of ADF tests conducted on all three time series. These tests serve 

to formally assess the stationarity of the series and determine their order of integration. The 

tests are carried out in accordance with the Dolado-Sosvilla-Rivero methodology, which 

recommends initially testing the most unrestricted model (the one with trend and intercept). 

ADF tests have low power, so the results of the ADF test will be compared with the results of 

other more powerful tests like the PP test to confirm the order of integration.  

In the case of logPROD presented in its original level form with both a constant and trend, 

the ADF t-statistic yields a p-value of 0.502. As a result, the null hypothesis, which suggests 

the existence of a unit root in the level form, cannot be rejected at a 5% significance level. 

Therefore, based on the ADF test, we can conclude that logPROD exhibits non-stationarity in 

its original level form. Upon first differencing logPROD and conducting the ADF test with 

both a constant and trend, the resulting ADF t-statistic yields a p-value of 0.002. This implies 

that logPROD is stationary in its first difference form, leading to the conclusion that 

logPROD is integrated of order 1 (I(1)). 

In the case of logPUB presented in its original level form with both a constant and trend, the 

ADF t-statistic yields a p-value of 0.897. Consequently, the null hypothesis of a unit root in 

the level form cannot be rejected at a 5% significance level. Therefore, we can infer that 

logPUB lacks stationarity in its original level form based on the ADF test. However, when 

logPUB is subjected to a first-difference transformation, and the ADF test is applied without 

a constant and trend, the ADF t-statistic results in a p-value of 0.001. This indicates that 

logPUB is stationary in its first difference form, leading to the conclusion that logPUB is 
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integrated of order 1 (I(1)). 

Finally, in the case of logPRIV presented in its original level form with both a constant and 

trend, the ADF t-statistic yields a p-value of 0.058. As a result, the null hypothesis of a unit 

root in the level form cannot be rejected at a 5% significance level. Consequently, we can 

assert that logPRIV lacks stationarity in its original level form according to the ADF test. 

However, when logPRIV is subjected to a first-difference transformation, and the ADF test is 

applied without a constant and trend, the ADF t-statistic yields a p-value of 0.007. This 

indicates that logPRIV is stationary in its first difference form, leading to the conclusion that 

logPRIV is integrated of order 1 (I(1). All of these results are presented in Table 1. 

5.1.3 Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) Lagrange Multiplier Test 

The KPSS test is a more potent Lagrange Multiplier test intended to validate the outcomes of 

the ADF test. In the KPSS test, the null and alternative hypotheses are inverted. So, the 

rejection of null would mean that the series is non-stationary and failure to reject would mean 

that the series is stationary. The KPSS test is done for all three variables: logPROD, logPUB 

and logPRIV. The results are reported in Table 1.  

For logPROD in level form, the KPSS stat is greater than the critical value at the 5 % level 

which makes us reject the null. This means that the logPROD is non-stationary at level form. 

KPSS test is again performed for logPROD in first difference form with only intercept in the 

model. The KPSS statistic is 0.249 which is lower than the critical value at the 5% level. This 

makes us not reject the null and conclude that logPROD is stationary in the first difference 

form, which is consistent with the ADF test results. 

For logPUB in level form, the KPSS stat is greater than the critical value at the 5 % level 

which makes us reject the null. This means that the logPUB is non-stationary in level form. 

KPSS test is again performed for logPUB in first difference form with both trend and 

intercept in the model. The KPSS statistic is 0.069 which is lower than the critical value at 

the 5% level. This makes us not reject the null and conclude that logPUB is stationary in the 

first difference form, in line with the ADF test. 

Finally, for logPRIV in level form, the KPSS stat is not greater than the critical value at the 5 % 

level which makes us not reject the null. This implies that logPRIV exhibits stationarity in its 

original level form. This outcome contradicts the finding from the ADF test. KPSS test is 

again performed for logPRIV in first difference form with only intercept in the model. The 

KPSS statistic is 0.149 which is lower than the critical value at the 5% level. This makes us 

not reject the null and conclude that logPRIV is stationary in the first difference form. Since, 

the result for level form using the KPSS test for logPRIV contradicts that of the ADF test, we 

will use a more powerful PP test to have a solid conclusion regarding the order of integration 

of logPRIV later in the paper. 

5.1.4 Phillips-Perron (PP) Test 

The Phillips-Perron (PP) test is the most powerful of all the tests used in this paper to 

investigate the order of integration of time series variables. So, the result of the PP test is 
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given the highest importance in deciding the order of integration of the variables used in this 

paper. The PP t-statistic for logPROD in its original level form yields a p-value of 0.509, thus, 

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5% significance level. This leads us to the 

conclusion that logPROD is non-stationary in its original level form. Subsequently, the PP 

test was conducted once more for logPROD in its first difference form with both trend and 

intercept, resulting in a p-value of 0.000. This strongly indicates that logPROD is stationary 

in its first difference form. Consequently, the PP test establishes that logPROD is integrated 

of order 1 (I(1)). 

In the case of logPUB presented in its original level form, the PP t-statistic yields a p-value of 

0.851, preventing us from rejecting the null hypothesis at a 5% significance level. This leads 

to the conclusion that logPUB lacks stationarity in its original level form. Subsequently, the 

PP test was once again conducted for logPUB in its first difference form, resulting in a 

p-value of 0.001 for the PP t-statistic. As a result, we reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level, 

suggesting that logPUB is stationary in its first difference form. Therefore, the PP test 

concludes that logPUB is integrated of order 1 (I(1)). 

Finally, for logPRIV in its original level form, the PP t-statistic yields a p-value of 0.169, 

thereby preventing us from rejecting the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level. This 

leads us to the conclusion that logPRIV lacks stationarity in its original level form. 

Subsequently, the PP test was once again conducted for logPRIV in its first difference form, 

resulting in a p-value of 0.005 for the PP t-statistic. As a result, we reject the null hypothesis 

at the 5% level, indicating that logPRIV is stationary in its first difference form. Therefore, 

the PP test concludes that logPRIV is integrated of order 1 (I(1)). 

Based on the robust PP test, it is established that all three variables, namely logPROD, 

logPUB, and logPRIV, are integrated of order 1 (I(1)). 

5.1.5 Zivot-Andrews Single Break Unit Root Test 

Conventional unit root tests such as ADF, PP, and KPSS may lack sufficient sensitivity when 

dealing with data containing structural breaks. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the 

presence of any structural breaks in the data. This is why the Zivot-Andrews Single Break 

Unit Root Test is applied to all three variables employed in the model. It is worth noting that 

the Zivot Andrews test can only detect a single structural break, even if there are multiple 

breaks within the series. Hence, its effectiveness may be compromised when multiple 

structural breaks exist in the data. When conducting the Zivot-Andrews test, three models, 

namely Models A, B, and C, are available for selection. Model C is consistently favored in 

accordance with Sen (2003). In the Zivot-Andrews test, the p-value is disregarded due to the 

presence of structural breaks. The null hypothesis is rejected only when the Zivot-Andrews 

(ZA) t-statistic exceeds the critical value in absolute terms. The choice of lag for the test is 

made based on the data's characteristics. For annual data, such as the data used in this study, 

the lags are usually 1-2 lags. 

In the case of logPROD in its original level form, the Zivot-Andrews (ZA) t-statistic is -4.908, 

which is lower than the 5% critical value of -5.08 in absolute terms. Consequently, the null 
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hypothesis of non-stationarity cannot be rejected with one lag. This indicates that logPROD 

lacks stationarity in its original level form according to the ZA test. The structural break was 

found to be in 2002, which was the inflection point of a decade-long (1996-2006) civil war in 

Nepal. It was also right after the Royal Massacre of Nepal in 2001. The political instability 

during the early 2000s had several negative implications on GDP per person employed and 

public and private investment. Conversely, when considering logPROD in its first difference 

form, the ZA t-statistic is -5.642, which surpasses the 5% critical value of -5.08 in absolute 

terms. This allows us to reject the null hypothesis of non-stationarity with a structural break 

for one lag. According to the ZA test, logPROD is stationary in its first difference form with 

the identified structural break occurring in 2008. 

In the context of logPUB in its original level form, the Zivot-Andrews (ZA) t-statistic is 

-5.233, exceeding the 5% critical value of -5.08 in absolute terms. As a result, we can reject 

the null hypothesis of non-stationarity with one lag. This signifies that logPUB is stationary 

in its original level form, with a detected structural break in 2001. It's worth noting that this 

finding contradicts the outcome of the PP test, where logPUB was deemed non-stationary in 

its level form. The presence of the structural break is supported by real events such as the 

Royal Massacre and the civil war, but the stronger PP test result is given precedence in the 

analysis. On the other hand, in the case of logPUB in its first difference form, the ZA 

t-statistic stands at -4.665, falling short of the critical value at a 5% significance level. This 

suggests non-stationarity in the first difference form, although this outcome contradicts the 

result obtained from the PP test. Therefore, this result is disregarded in favor of the more 

robust PP test result. 

Lastly, with respect to logPRIV in its original level form, the Zivot-Andrews (ZA) t-statistic 

is -4.595, which falls below the 5% critical value of -5.08 in absolute terms. As a result, we 

cannot reject the null hypothesis of non-stationarity with one lag. This implies that logPRIV 

lacks stationarity in its original level form, as indicated by the ZA test. The identified 

structural break corresponds to the year 1999, coinciding with Nepal's general election amid 

the ongoing civil war. Conversely, when considering logPRIV in its first difference form, the 

ZA t-statistic amounts to -5.425, exceeding the 5% critical value of -5.08 in absolute terms. 

This enables us to reject the null hypothesis of non-stationarity with a structural break with 

one lag. In the first difference form, the structural break is identified in the year 2000. 

Therefore, according to the ZA test, logPRIV is stationary in its first difference form with a 

detected structural break. 

Hence, following a thorough examination of all the test outcomes, it is determined that all 

three variables, namely logPROD, logPUB, and logPRIV, are integrated of order one (I(1)). 

5.2 Cointegration Analysis 

The three variables included in the model, namely logPROD, logPUB, and logPRIV, have all 

been determined to exhibit the same order of integration, which is I(1). Consequently, 

cointegration analysis can be conducted to examine the existence of a stable, long-term 

relationship among these variables. There are two methods for performing cointegration 

analysis: the Engle-Granger procedure and the Johansen procedure. The Engle-Granger (E-G) 
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procedure only finds one cointegrating relationship and is used only when we have two 

variables. The Johansen procedure can find multiple cointegration relationships if present and 

is used when there are more than two variables in the model. Since there are three variables in 

the model, the Johansen procedure is used in this paper.  

5.2.1 Johansen Procedure 

Johansen Procedure provides 5 different models to choose from to run a cointegration 

analysis. Models 1 and 5 are usually excluded considering the unrealistic assumptions 

underlying them. So, among the remaining 3 models, the best model needs to be found using 

the Pantula Principle. Table 2 shows the comparative statistics for models 2, 3 and 4 and 

helps choose the most suitable model. 

Model 2 is characterized as the most constrained model, incorporating an intercept in the 

cointegrating equation but no trend, and omitting both the intercept and trend in the VAR 

model. Model 3 is a comparatively less constrained model, encompassing an intercept but no 

trend in both the cointegrating equation and the VAR model. Model 4 represents the least 

constrained model, featuring an intercept in both the cointegrating equation and the VAR 

model, as well as a trend exclusively in the cointegrating equation while excluding it from the 

VAR model.  

Johansen cointegration analysis is performed for the trio of variables: logPROD, logPUB, and 

logPRIV, alongside the incorporation of three dummy variables with a lag of up to 2. 

Following the Pantula selection procedure, the results indicate the presence of one 

cointegrating vector at a 5% significance level. Additionally, the procedure advises selecting 

Model 2, as it stands as the final significant estimate before reaching the point where the null 

hypothesis of no cointegration cannot be rejected at a 5% significance level. These findings 

are detailed in Table 2. 

5.2.2 Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) 

The Johansen procedure identified the presence of a single cointegrating vector, signifying 

the existence of a stable relationship among the three model variables. Consequently, a VEC 

model is computed for the three endogenous variables, namely logPROD, logPUB, and 

logPRIV, and is extended to include the three exogenous dummy variables, D1, D2, and D3, 

employing a lag length of two. The outcomes are provided in Table 3. 

Table 2. Pantula Selection Procedure 

r (number of  

cointegrating vectors) 

n-r (number of variables minus  

number of cointegrating vectors) 

Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Up to 0 3 50.788 reject 23.478* fail 49.486 reject 

Up to 1 2 17.383 fail 4.795 fail 21.683 fail 

Up to 2 1 1.823 fail 1.201 fail 3.067 fail 

Model 2: Trace test suggests the presence of 1 cointegrating eqn at the 0.05 level. 

Model 3: Trace test suggests the presence of 0 cointegrating eqn at the 0.05 level. 

Model 4: Trace test suggests the presence of 1 cointegrating eqn at the 0.05 level. 

* represents the last significant estimate before the null of no cointegration cannot be rejected at the 5% level 
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The outcomes for the variables in the extended term align with the theoretical assumption of 

having a positive impact of public and private investment on labor productivity. The VECM 

model shows that a one percent increase in public investment increases labor productivity by 

0.04 percent, all else held constant. Also, a one percent increase in private investment 

increases labor productivity by 0.39 percent in the long run, all else held constant. Private 

investment and public investment are significant at 5 %  and 10% level respectively. 

Although both private and public investment have a positive impact on labor productivity in 

Nepal, it is private investment that has a more positive and significant impact according to the 

VECM. 

The VECM finds two negative and highly significant adjustment coefficients for two of the 

three equations: D(logPROD) and D(logPUB). This means that there is a short-run 

adjustment mechanism for these two system equations. Based on the VECM results, it is 

indicated that the D(logPUB) equation is the best one, however, the D(logPROD) equation is 

also very significant. Both equations have correct signs (negative) on the error correction 

term which means those two systems adjust to their long-run equilibrium values. Both models 

have low SBC and AIC values. For logPROD, 10% deviation away from equilibrium this 

year is corrected by 2.69% in the next year. In the case of logPUB, a 10% deviation from the 

equilibrium in the current year is rectified by 24.22% in the subsequent year. 

In order to examine the weak exogeneity of the variables, zero restrictions were applied to the 

adjustment coefficients of each equation. Based on the restriction, it is concluded that only 

logPRIV is weakly exogenous and the remaining two variables: logPROD and logPUB are 

found to be endogenous. The results are attached in the appendix. 
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Table 3. VECM Results 
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For D(logPROD), the VECM indicates that a percentage increase in logPUB and logPRIV 

last year would increase labor productivity by 0.04% and 0.006% respectively in the short run. 

But, the short-run impacts are not significant at the 5 % level which hints that any kind of 

investment would need some time to impact labor productivity. The result also shows that a 

one percent increase in logPROD last year will decrease labor productivity by 0.18% and it 

decreases more slowly in the upcoming years. In the case of Nepal, the effect of lag terms of 

logPROD is found to be insignificant. D2 (dummy used for the 2015 earthquake) only has a 

significant and negative impact on logPROD in the short run. Dummy variables D1 and D3 

do not have a significant impact on explaining the variation in logPROD. 

For D(logPUB), the VECM indicates that a percentage increase in logPROD and logPRIV 

last year would decrease public investment by 3.58% and 1.52% respectively in the short run. 

The short-run impacts of both logPROD and logPRIV are significant at the 5% level. This 

suggests that public and private investment are substitutes in the short run. Public investments 

generally take time to show its positive impact on labor productivity, so it might be the reason 

why they are negatively related in the short-run when logPUB is taken as an endogenous 

variable. The effect of last year’s public investment on logPUB is found to be insignificant in 

the short run. D1 (dummy for civil war years) is highly significant and has a negative impact 

on logPROD which makes economic sense because public investments (except military 

spending) will go down drastically in the short run when there is a civil war in a country. 

Dummy variables D1 and D3 do not play a significant role in explaining the variation in 

logPUB. 

For D(logPRIV), the VECM indicates that a percentage increase in logPROD and logPUB 
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last year would increase private investment by 2.26% and 0.07% respectively in the short run. 

The short-run impact of logPROD is significant at 5 % level but that of logPUB is 

insignificant. This suggests that private investors put high emphasis on high labor 

productivity before making investment decisions. As suggested by theory, it looks like public 

and private investment can sometimes be complementary and sometimes be substitutes. It 

appears like public investment positively impacts private investment but private investment 

negatively impacts public investment in the short run in view of the results of two equations: 

D(logPUB) and D(logPRIV). But, deeper analysis needs to be done before making 

concluding remarks about the relationship of public and private investments. The effect of 

last year’s private investment on logPRIV is found to be insignificant but positive in the short 

run. D3 (dummy for COVID pandemic) is significant and has a negative impact on logPRIV 

which makes economic sense because private investments went down almost everywhere 

during the pandemic and Nepal was not an exception to that. Dummy variables D1 and D2 do 

not have a significant impact on explaining the variation in logPRIV. 

6. Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Tests 

To further investigate the direction of causality, Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Test is 

conducted. As cointegration among all three variables has been confirmed through the 

Johansen procedure, it is now possible to perform the Granger Causality Test. The outcomes 

of this test are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Granger Causality Tests 
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The Granger Causality Test indicates that labor productivity “Granger causes” public 

investment. It shows that private investment also “Granger causes” public investment. In 

addition, it also shows that labor productivity and private investment jointly “Granger cause” 

public investment. This result strengthens the VECM result which had shown public 

investment to be an endogenous variable. 

The test also shows that labor productivity “Granger causes” private investment which makes 

economic sense and supports the literature as private investments are solely focused on 

optimizing profit opportunities.  

The test does not show public and private investment to “Granger cause” labor productivity. 

This could be attributed to the fact that the test was conducted with only 2 lags, whereas the 

impact on the variables might become evident after a longer lag period, exceeding 2 lags. 

Generally, investments are meant to take some time before they impact labor market 

conditions in an economy. To test for this, a Pairwise Granger Causality Test was run and a 

causation from logPUB to logPROD was found at 4 and 5 lags which shows that public 

investments take time to impact labor productivity. The results are attached in the appendix. 

7. Summary and Conclusion 

This paper examined the relationship between GDP per person employed (labor productivity), 

public investment, and private investment in Nepal during the 1991-2021 period with an 

emphasis on examining the impact of public and private investment on labor productivity by 

using the Johansen cointegration method and estimating a VECM. The results show that there 

is cointegration among the three variables meaning that there is a long-run stable equilibrium 

relationship among labor productivity, public investment, and private investment. In the long 

run, it is found that both public and private investment have a positive impact on labor 

productivity. Private investment is found to have a stronger and more significant impact 

compared to public investment in the long run. Labor productivity was expected to be 

endogenous and is found to be one as well. Public investment was expected to be exogenous 

but is found to be endogenous which is one of the major takeaways of the paper. In the case 

of Nepal, public investment is endogenous meaning that it is much more than just a 

legislative decision, rather it is determined by the economic activity happening in the 

Nepalese economy. On the causality side, it is found that both labor productivity and private 

investment “cause” public investment after 2 lags. It is also found that labor productivity 

“causes” private investment after 2 lags. However, it is confirmed that public investment 

takes time to “cause” labor productivity as there was a causation from public investment to 

labor productivity only at lags 4 and 5. Based on these results, it can be said that the Nepalese 

government needs to make private investment friendly policies to generate more private 

investment which would then improve labor productivity which would again “cause” private 

and public investment and create a “virtuous circle of labor productivity and economic 

growth” in Nepal.  

Some of the limitations of this study are the high level of aggregation of the data utilized and 

the paucity of data for the variables in question. As more data becomes available, future 

studies might want to assess the impact of public and private investment spending on labor 
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productivity in different sectors of the Nepalese economy, such as the industrial, primary, and 

service sectors. This might be undertaken via a panel unit root and cointegration approach. 

Second, other relevant variables might be included, again, based on availability, such as the 

labor force, and disaggregated expenditures on physical infrastructure, education, and health. 
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Appendix 

ADF Test results for logPROD: 

a)Level form: b) First Difference Form: 

 
 

ADF Test results for logPUB: 

a) Level form b) First Difference form 
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ADF Test results for logPRIV: 

a) Level form b) First Difference Form 

 

 

 

KPSS test for logPROD: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 
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KPSS test for logPUB: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 

  

KPSS test for logPRIV: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 
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PP test for logPROD: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 

  

PP test for logPUB: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 
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PP test for logPRIV: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 

 

 

Zivot-Andrews (ZA) test for logPROD: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 
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Zivot-Andrews (ZA) test for logPUB: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 

  

Zivot-Andrews (ZA) test for logPRIV: 

a)Level form b) First Difference form 
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Johansen Test with Model 2: Johansen Test with Model 3: 

  

 

Johansen Test with Model 4: 
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Weak Exogeneity Test for logPROD  

[A(1,1) = 0] in VECM: 

Weak Exogeneity Test for logPUB  

[A(2,1) = 0] in VECM: 
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Weak Exogeneity Test for logPRIV  

[A(3,1) = 0] in VECM: 

Granger Causality/Block  

Exogeneity Test (with lag 2): 
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Pairwise Granger Causality Tests: 

a) With lag 4 

 

b) With lag 5 

 


